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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2017 is provided to the community of Cringila Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Amanda Giles

Principal

School contact details

Cringila Public School
Sheffield St
Cringila, 2502
www.cringila-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
cringila-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
4274 1768
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School background

School vision statement

Cringila Public School is committed to developing students’ individual strengths, a love of learning and the capacity to
achieve by the quality of its teaching and leadership in education.

School context

Cringila Public School, with an enrolment of 170 students, including 80% of students from a non–English speaking
background, is a community school with committed teachers and rigorous curriculum programs focused on academic
growth and development.

The school is a culturally sensitive school which provides opportunities for students to learn and grow through a mix of
programs across key learning areas as well as opportunities for parents to support their children’s learning.

As an Early Action for Success (EAfS) school, an Instructional Leader and an Interventionist teacher have been
appointed. Also additional resources have been allocated to enable the school to provide tiered interventions that focus
on literacy and numeracy outcomes for all students in Kindergarten to Year 2.

Dedicated staff use a balance of traditional and innovative approaches to ensure the needs of each individual are
differentiated, carefully considered, accommodated and adjusted. Quality programs are then implemented catering for
student strengths and needs using contemporary methodology that links to the Australian Curriculum.

Cringila Public School is recognised as a leader in environmental education, as well as for providing high quality teaching
and programs that facilitate learning and provide the capacity for students to work towards developing their true potential
both academically and socially.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework and participated in an external
validation. This framework supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear
description of high quality practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading. During the external
validation process, an independent panel of peer principals considered our evidence and assessment of the school’s
progress, aligned with the standards articulated in the School Excellence Framework.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Learning we are delivering in
the elements of Wellbeing, Assessment and Reporting and Student Measurement Performances and Sustaining and
Growing in the elements of Learning Culture, Curriculum and Learning.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Teaching we are delivering in
the element of Data Use and Skills and Sustaining and Growing in all other areas; Effective Classroom Practice,
Collaborative Practice, Learning and Development and Professional Standards.

The results of this process indicated that in the School Excellence Framework domain of Leading we are delivering in the
elements of School Planning and Reporting and Management Practices and Processes and Sustaining and Growing in
the areas of; Leadership and School Resources.

Our self–assessment and the external validation process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further
improvements in the delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide
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Strategic Direction 1

Student Learning

Purpose

The school will deliver quality teaching and learning programs to equip students with the necessary literacy and
numeracy skills to be successful 21st century learners.

Overall summary of progress

During 2017, the teachers focused on embedding quality teaching practices that catered for the specific learning needs
of individual students. Using evidence collected and analysed every 5 weeks, the curriculum was effectively
differentiated. Data walls were used to inform coaching conversations and to drive planning for teaching. All staff
participated in targeted professional learning opportunities to inform practice in literacy and numeracy. These
opportunities included Language, Learning and Literacy (L3), Targeting Early Numeracy (TEN) and Write Away. All staff
completed the Teaching Students From Refugee Backgrounds training.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

60% of all students 3–6 will be
rated as achieving their year
appropriate cluster or better for
literacy and numeracy
achievement.

$5830 * 3–6 data wall established and updated every 5
weeks.

* PLAN data entered and analysed to inform
teaching.

* There was a noticeable shift in student
achievement in literacy and numeracy which was
evident in PLAN data.

* There was an increase in the percentage of
students performing at proficiency in NAPLAN in all
areas of literacy and numeracy in both Years 3 and
5.  We had a significant shift in Year 3 writing with
44% of our students in the top 2 bands. 

Students in K–2 will aim to meet
the Early Action for Success
benchmarks in literacy and
numeracy, with 80% being on
track.

$160000 * A 0.8 Instructional Leader and a 0.5 K–2
Intervention teacher were employed.

* 65% of kindergarten students achieved end of
year expectations in reading, writing and
comprehension.

* A higher percentage of students are on track in
Year 1 and Year 2 for writing, compared to the end
of last year.

* Significantly better results have been achieved in
all grades K–2 in the early arithmetic strategies
aspect.

All teachers catering for
differentiation of learning through
individual student planning as
evidenced in programming.

$14000 * Weekly data meetings ensured students were
given instruction at the point of need.

* The students in need of intervention were
identified early and given Tier 3 support.

* Targeted groups were fluid and flexible based on
identified needs.

* All classroom teachers programmed
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

All teachers catering for
differentiation of learning through
individual student planning as
evidenced in programming.

collaboratively and developed evidence based
teaching programs aligned to the syllabus and
continuums.

100% of students with additional
learning needs are supported
through implementation of
additional programs, including
Aboriginal and EALD students.

$116406 * The Learning and Support Team identified and
supported students with additional learning needs
through targeted support.

* ILPs and PLPs were developed, implemented and
reviewed regularly.

* Additional resources purchased assisted with
program delivery.

Next Steps

 In 2018, all teaching staff will continue to enhance their teaching capabilities through engagement with professional
learning and by working alongside a coach/mentor. Using the Quality Teaching Framework and the Australian
Professional Standards for teachers, a focus on best practice pedagogy will drive teaching decisions and school culture.
The Learning Progressions will be implemented early in the year, with all staff involved in training. 

A Teacher Learning Hub will be created and furnished appropriately to host teacher training, meetings and provide a
space conducive for high quality professional development.
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Strategic Direction 2

Staff and Leader Learning

Purpose

The development, implementation and sharing of innovative teaching, learning and leadership practices to improve
student outcomes and leadership sustainability.

Overall summary of progress

In 2017, all staff at Cringila Public School identified their professional learning goals aligned to the Quality Teaching
Framework and the school plan, and engaged in the Performance and Development Plan process. Staff attended
professional learning activities aligned to identified professional needs.

A whole school approach to student wellbeing was continued and further professional learning was provided to all
teaching and non–teaching staff. A school Positive Behaviour for Learning (PBL) action plan was developed to guide and
direct the implementation. The Learning and Support Team coordinated a whole school approach to implementing the
wellbeing framework.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

100% of teachers have
professional learning goals
aligned to the school plan and the
Quality Teaching Framework.

$1000 * All staff included a whole school SMART goal
aligned to the implementation of Positive Behaviour
for Learning (PBL) in their PDPs.

* The Performance and Development Framework
ensured staff had meaningful and measurable
goals to inform their professional learning needs.

* All staff completed lesson observations and
participated in collegial feedback conversations with
their peer mentors .

Learning and support team self
evaluation and subsequent
recommendations.

$1000 * The Learning Support Team expanded to include
support teaching staff, the school counsellor and
the AP Learning and Support.

* Regular meetings were scheduled and held three
times each term. 

Implementation of a whole school
approach to student well being
through Positive Behaviour for
Learning.

$15000 * A PBL internal coach was appointed and they
worked closely with the externally appointed coach
to drive the implementation. 

* Extra signage was installed to remind students,
staff and parents of behavioural expectations.

* Staff regularly reflected on and refined the PBL
matrix and procedures.

* PBL continued to be a strong focus in supporting
the wellbeing of our students with our three
expectations regularly communicated to students
and families.

Effective succession planning for
leaders embedded at all levels.

$2000 * All staff were encouraged to take opportunities for
leadership and were supported through
professional learning.

Next Steps
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In 2018, leadership will be a focus of a strategic direction. The leadership focus will be extended to include all staff,
students and community members. 

The PBL focus will extend into the classroom setting, and universal implementation will continue to be reviewed and
refined. The PBL team will continue to lead the implementation of this initiative, including close analysis of the Sentral
data which will be used to direct the focus for teaching.

The Learning Support Team will continue to meet regularly and support student learning and wellbeing.
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Strategic Direction 3

Australian Curriculum

Purpose

To support the successful implementation of the NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum through professional
development, collaborative planning and resource acquisition.

Overall summary of progress

In 2017, the successful implementation of the Australian curriculum continued. Through the delivery of dynamic and
engaging learning experiences, students were able to develop the skills required to become resourceful life long
learners.

The introduction of a STEM based robotics enrichment program was trialled by a group of Stage 2 and 3 students
resulting in increased student engagement and enhanced higher–order thinking opportunities. 

Scope and Sequences were reviewed and aligned to the Australian Curriculum and were adapted for our setting.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Develop scope and progression
documents for the new syllabus
documents.

$5000 * Scope and sequence documents were updated to
reflect expectations of learning.

Improve teachers’ ability to teach
the inquiry skills students need to
access the History curriculum.

$1400 * The history scope and sequence was reviewed
and resources were purchased.

* Professional learning was conducted in staff
meetings.

*All staff are confident planning and delivering
history lessons.

Improve teachers’ ability to teach
the skills the students need to
work scientifically.

$2000 * The Science Scope and Sequence was
implemented and the Primary Connections
resources utilised.

* Professional learning was conducted in staff
meetings.

* The STEM enrichment group was highly
successful in engaging students in higher–order
thinking tasks and further developing their inquiry
based learning skills.

Staff, working in teams,
supporting individual students,
classroom and whole school
planning and implementation of
the Australian Curriculum.

$1000 * All staff are now familiar with the content of the
new syllabus documents and have embedded
learning opportunities into teaching and learning
programs.

Next Steps

The Scope and Sequences will continue to be reflected upon and adjusted.

There will be a significant STEM focus expanded to K–6 in 2018 and a second enrichment group will be established. All
students will engage in a specialised STEM lesson weekly with their classroom teacher and a STEM/Robotics expert.
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Inquiry based learning will be a focus of teacher professional learning and will be embedded into all teaching and
learning programs. A STEM Hub will be established and resources purchased. Resources will also be purchased to
create flexible learning spaces that will be a feature of all learning spaces throughout the school.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $2825 Students displayed an increasing
engagement to their learning, culture and
identity. Personalised Learning Pathways
(PLPs) were developed and implemented in
consultation with the students and families to
further engage students. An SLSO was
employed to support the implementation of
the PLPs. All students had the opportunity to
participate in NAIDOC week celebrations to
further develop their cultural awareness. 

English language proficiency $116406 A full time EAL/D teacher was employed to
provide targeted intervention to identified
students. An SLSO was also utilised to
provide further in class support. Resources
were purchased to support the teaching of our
EAL/D students.

Low level adjustment for disability $62797 A Learning and Support Teacher (LaST) was
employed for two days per week to work with
students who required additional support
through extension and remediation. Data was
collated and analysed every 5 weeks and
used to determine this support. Individual
Learning Plans were developed and
implemented, and evidence of achievement of
individual learning goals was tracked and
regularly reviewed.  An SLSO was employed
to support students who were not on track in
literacy and numeracy.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$12697 QTSS funds enabled the opportunity to build
teacher capacity through our EAL/D teacher
providing in class mentoring to staff to support
our EAL/D students.

Socio–economic background $321479 All students were involved in highly engaging
extra–curricula activities including our Living
Classroom initiative, STEM enrichment
program and excursions which were
subsidised using these funds. Resources
were purchased to support the
implementation of programs within our school
and at home to improve the learning
outcomes for students. These include;
Mathletics, iPads, laptops and homework
packs. Skoolbag was also purchased and
utilised to improve communication with
families.  An Interventionist teacher was
employed K–2 to support our EAfS initiative
and collaborative professional learning and
planning days were utilised to support the
implementation of quality teaching programs.
Parent Meeting sessions were introduced and
provided the community with an opportunity to
develop a closer relationship with our school.
It also provided a platform to voice their ideas
and contribute to the decision making
processes within our school.

Support for beginning teachers $13450 Beginning teachers were supported with a
mentor teacher and time was allocated on a
weekly basis to support the development and
implementation of quality teaching and
learning programs. Beginning teachers were
actively engaged in professional learning
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Support for beginning teachers $13450 opportunities aligned to their identified PDP
goals.

Targeted student support for
refugees and new arrivals

$10765 All students were supported through targeted
support from a bilingual SLSO. This enabled
our refugee students to better engage in
learning opportunities both in and outside of
the classroom. Parents of our refugee
students were also supported in gaining a
better understanding of students learning
needs and progress.

Early Action for Success $279698 The EAfS initiative continued to be a main
focus for our school. Our Instructional Leader
worked alongside the K–3 teachers to provide
coaching around best practice, support to
analyse and interpret student learning data
and led conversations about future directions.
The teaching staff were involved in
professional learning during stage meetings
and collaboration days as well as completing
Language, Learning and Literacy (L3) and
Targeted Early Numeracy (TEN) training. The
intervention teacher worked closely with
students who were targeted and these groups
remained fluid and flexible. The foundations
of EAfS are now strongly cemented in the
school with all K–3 teachers engaged with
learning and feedback conversations. They
also have enhanced their ability to use
student data to drive teaching decisions.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2014 2015 2016 2017

Boys 75 84 73 73

Girls 74 83 78 82

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 93.9 94.4 91.6 91.1

1 96.2 90.2 88.5 89.1

2 93 94.6 92.3 91.3

3 94.8 95 91.9 94.3

4 94.6 90.8 90.3 91.6

5 92 93.9 90.5 91.9

6 93.4 92.1 86.8 88.8

All Years 93.9 93.3 90.3 91.2

State DoE

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 95.2 94.4 94.4 94.4

1 94.7 93.8 93.9 93.8

2 94.9 94 94.1 94

3 95 94.1 94.2 94.1

4 94.9 94 93.9 93.9

5 94.8 94 93.9 93.8

6 94.2 93.5 93.4 93.3

All Years 94.8 94 94 93.9

Management of non-attendance

Cringila Public School places high importance on
student attendance and this is regularly communicated
to parents through newsletters and parent meetings.
Parents are frequently informed of their responsibility
regarding student attendance, and strategies are
implemented to ensure students attend school, on both
a whole school level and on an individual basis when
needed. Our attendance policy was reviewed and
updated in 2017. Procedures were identified and an
attendance flow chart developed to support staff in
monitoring student attendance. Our focus on the
importance of student attendance has led to a slight
increase in our attendance rates. 

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 0

Assistant Principal(s) 3

Head Teacher(s) 0

Classroom Teacher(s) 5.78

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.32

Learning & Support Teacher(s) 0.4

Teacher Librarian 0.4

Teacher of ESL 1

School Counsellor 0

School Administration & Support
Staff

2.31

Other Positions 1.8

*Full Time Equivalent

In 2017 Cringila Public School had no Indigenous
members of staff. 

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 77

Postgraduate degree 13

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Improving teacher quality is a priority at Cringila Public
School, as it leads to improved student outcomes.
Teacher professional learning is linked to the school
plan and the individual Performance and Development
Plans of staff. The funds allocated to professional
learning are for course fees and to provide relief for
staff members to enable them to attend specialised
training courses. 

In 2017, members of the teaching and non–teaching
participated in a range of weekly staff meetings, twilight
staff meetings, stage meetings, in class support,
collegial discussions with mentors as well as teacher
observations. 

The professional learning focus was on literacy and
numeracy, PBL and the teaching of EAL/D students.
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Staff participated in Language, Learning and Literacy
(L3), Targeting Early Numeracy (TEN) and Write Away,
Positive Behaviour for Learning training (PBL) Teaching
Students from Refugee Backgrounds, as well as the
Department of Education compliance training. 

Executive members and aspiring school leaders
participated in Building Numeracy Leadership (BNL),
Early Action for Success network meetings and
leadership courses. 

Financial information (for schools
fully deployed to SAP/SALM)

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017. 

2017 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 233,794

Revenue 2,791,245

Appropriation 2,727,874

Sale of Goods and Services 19,808

Grants and Contributions 41,843

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 1,720

Expenses -2,670,534

Recurrent Expenses -2,670,534

Employee Related -2,407,513

Operating Expenses -263,021

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

120,711

Balance Carried Forward 354,505

A considerable amount of the balance carried forward
was budgeted and allocated for specific projects that
began at the end of 2017 and will continue to be a
focus through the next three year school plan. For
example; STEM project including robotics and
establishing a STEM hub, Teacher Learning Hub and
developing flexible learning spaces in all areas of the
school. Some of the orders had been placed at the end
of 2017 and not be paid until 2018. Remaining orders
were placed at the beginning of the 2018 school year. 

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2017 Actual ($)

Base Total 1,217,484

Base Per Capita 23,077

Base Location 0

Other Base 1,194,408

Equity Total 503,507

Equity Aboriginal 2,825

Equity Socio economic 321,479

Equity Language 116,406

Equity Disability 62,797

Targeted Total 78,852

Other Total 803,735

Grand Total 2,603,578

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school's financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

In 2017, Cringila Public School saw an increase in the
percentage of students performing at proficiency in
NAPLAN in all areas of literacy in both Years 3 and 5. 
We had a significant shift in Year 3 writing with 44% of
our students in the top 2 bands. 
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Growth was also evident in our NAPLAN Numeracy
results with a 12% increase of students in the top two
bands in both Years 3 and 5. 
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The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access
the school data.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Parents, carers, students and teachers of Cringila
Public School are invited to become active members of
our school community and encouraged to provide
constructive feedback on school practices and
procedures through a variety of platforms. The
establishment of a 'Parent Meeting' twice a term, has
proven to be very successful, with parents feeling more
informed about school processes. A parent cooking
session held twice a term also provides opportunities
for parents to network and learn more about our
school. 

A detailed and thorough evaluation was undertaken in
2017 to identify the future directions of our school for
our new three year school plan. This process involved
all members of the school community with information
gained through Parent Meetings, Parent Forum
sessions, student focus groups, staff forum, Tell Them
From Me and written surveys. The School Assessment
Tool matrix was used to reflect, assess and evaluate
current family and community engagement practices
and to evaluate their progress when implementing
strategies to strengthen engagement. This tool enabled
the school to gain an insight into our strengths and
provide future directions for our school in relation to
how to better support parent involvement. Parents,
students and staff feel their responses are valued and
practices and responses within our school are
responsive to school community feedback. 

Parents feel the communication practices within our
school are useful and supportive and the introduction of
our facebook page has proven to been very successful
with community members feeling they now have
another avenue to celebrate students successes and
events.

We have had an increase in the number of parents
attending community events and being involved in
assisting both in and out of classrooms. 

We were successful in receiving a grant through the
'Beginning School Well' initiative which enabled our
new 2018 Kindergarten families to attend a weekly
playgroup in Term 4. This enabled students and
families to build relationships prior to coming to school
and familiarise themselves with the school setting. We
received an overwhelming amount of positive feedback
in relation to this program which resulted in our
Kindergarten students and families starting school
feeling very supported.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Cringila Public School has a current enrolment of 1
identified Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander
student. Our school has a strong focus of ensuring our
students continue to develop their understanding of
Aboriginal culture. We have continued to recognise the
need to embed Aboriginal perspectives across all Key
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Learning Areas through our scope and sequences.
Additional resources were purchased to support
teaching and learning programs. 

Staff, students and parents recognised significant days
such as Sorry Day and NAIDOC week by being
immersed in aspects of Aboriginal culture such as
stories, songs, dance and art work. 

We value the importance of providing equitable
educational outcomes for our Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander students. To ensure this, Personalised
Learning Pathways (PLP) are developed and
implemented in consultation with the students and
families. A School Learning Support Officer was
employed to support the implementation of the PLPs. 

We also acknowledge and value the importance of
Aboriginal culture at our fortnightly and significant
assemblies through our national anthem and
acknowledgment of country. The version of the national
anthem we sing incorporates an indigenous aspect of
the accompaniment. Our acknowledgement of country
is delivered by an Aboriginal student. This has proven
to be a positive experience, as it has enabled our
Aboriginal students to feel proud of their culture and
heritage. 

Multicultural and anti-racism education

At Cringila Public School, we pride ourselves on being
a caring and cultural multicultural community with
students and families from many nationalities
contributing to our rich school culture. Approximately
80% of our students come from Language
Backgrounds Other Than English (LBOTE). We have a
full time English as an Additional Language or Dialect
(EAL/D) teacher who supports students, teachers and
families. Our EAL/D focus is aligned to the EAL/D
framework based on the EAL/D progressions and the
ESL scales. A bilingual School Learning Support Officer
was also employed to support students in accessing all
areas of the curriculum and assist in supporting the link
between families and school. 

Our newly arrived refugee students were supported
intensively in the early acquisition of language, and
resources were acquired to support their identified
needs. 

We provide weekly Community Language lessons in
the Arabic and Macedonian languages for students with
these language backgrounds. Students participated in
quality teaching and learning activities resulting in the
students gaining confidence in speaking, reading and
writing in their home language and further developed
knowledge and understanding of their culture. The
Community Language teachers also supported
students in the classrooms through targeted
intervention.  

To further develop the relationship with our families, our
Community Language teachers are utilised as
interpreters and coordinate our student and parent
cooking program though our Living Classroom initiative,
where students and parents use the produce grown in

our garden to cook on a weekly basis. 

Both teaching and non–teaching staff completed a 5
module course; Teaching Students from Refugee
Backgrounds. Staff found this to be very advantageous
as they developed a deeper understanding of how to
teach students from refugee backgrounds and could
implement acquired pedagogy, in their classrooms to
improve student outcomes. 

Cringila Public School has a strong connection with the
Cringila Community Cooperative. We host a weekly
community playgroup and preschool organised through
the Cringila Community Cooperative. We have also
partnered with the Cooperative to foster learning
through projects with members of the Cringila
community.

This year, our school successfully hosted the
Multicultural Public Speaking Competition for the first
time. Our students presented outstanding speeches
and were provided with very positive feedback. Three
out of our four students who competed were awarded
as highly commended. We also participated in
Harmony Day where students and families celebrated
inclusiveness, respect and a sense of belonging for
everyone.
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